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Abstract

There’s something going wrong with contemporary design. Complexity is overwhelming us. For
certain types of design, it has already overwhelmed us – software is now too complex to work
reliably. Economies are too complex to manage reliably. Societies are too complex to govern
reliably.

But we are surrounded by complexity that is orders of magnitude more complex than all
these examples. Life is designed by evolution at molecular scales and grows to macro scales.
Every cell in our bodies contains a molecular computer made from genes and proteins, which
instructs the cell what to do. We have hundreds of billions of cells in us. We are the most
complex entities in the universe – and yet we work.

In this article I argue that complexity should not cause our designs to fail. We must look at
successful complex designs in nature and learn from them. We should attempt to discover not
only how they work, but how they are formed. To illustrate some of our investigations into
nature’s technology, I outline examples of computational models of biology: using computers to
evolve designs, to model embryological growth and immune systems, and to mimic swarms.
Nature does not perform conscious design, but her designs are better than anything a human is
capable of designing. We aim to discover how this happens.

Introduction

Every salamander is a superhero. It is seemingly invulnerable to harm. Cutting off a leg won’t
stop it. It will grow a new one back, complete with bones, muscles and blood vessels. Cutting off
its tail also has no real effect. A few weeks later it will have grown a new one. Try blinding it,
and it will regrow the damaged parts of its eye. No stake through the heart or silver bullet will
stop our superhero salamander. Damage its heart and it’ll regrow that too.

The salamander is doing more than simple healing here. It is able to regenerate parts of
itself. Even when major structures have gone, it can regrow them from nothing. It’s positively
miraculous.

Salamanders can do these things and we can’t because their cells have evolved to be a little
bit different to ours. They’re not the only ones. Plants are also clever in similar ways. You can
amputate all of the limbs of a tree and in a couple of years it will grow a new set. Cut a leg (or
“ray” as it is called) from a starfish and it will grow a new one – and the ray you’ve cut off will
grow a new body. Snails can even regrow their entire head if they loose it.

Imagine trying to design a piece of technology that could do the same thing. A car that
healed itself after a crash. A house that regrew its roof after damage from a storm. A computer



that repaired itself after its circuits had been fried. Such ideas are so beyond our current abilities
that they seem ludicrous. We can’t design such technologies. We don’t know how. Not only that,
we can’t even design technology that is several orders of magnitude simpler and have it work.

In this article I explore the idea of complexity ceilings and show how traditional design is
failing for complex solutions. I also outline some investigations into nature’s technology:
examples of computational models of biology including using computers to evolve designs, to
model embryological growth and immune systems, and to mimic swarms. Nature does not
perform conscious design, but her designs are better than anything a human is capable of
designing. We aim to discover how this happens.

Complex Computers

Modern technology is wonderful, and most of it is driven by the computer chip. According to
Moore’s Law, the speed of our computer processors doubles every 18 to 24 months. This
extraordinary rate of progress means that our mobile phones now contain computers several
hundred times more powerful than the one used to control the Lunar Lander for the Apollo
missions.

We are so used to seeing faster computers every year that we take such advances for
granted. But we are reaching the limits of conventional silicon chips. Within a matter of a few
years we will not be able to maintain the current rate of performance increases. At this point, even
by connecting our best computers together as parallel supercomputers, we will not be able to
come close to the complexity of even simple animal brains. But more importantly to our major
chip manufacturers, they will have lost their ability to stay in front of the competition. Their (and
our) only option for achieving improvements will be to turn to nanotechnology or quantum
computers. Luckily, the news is good for nanoengineering – we are beginning to master the
technology to make such molecular-sized devices. But there is still a fundamental problem: how
do we design massively complex molecular processors?

Computer processors today are already too complex for humans to design by hand. All
design is performed on the computer, and much of the design is now performed by the computer.
Previously created subdesigns are placed and connected automatically by software, which makes
more calculations in a second than a designer could do in their lifetime. And still the design is
wasteful and inefficient. Design by computer may be fast, but it’s not always good.

Molecular processors could be orders of magnitude more complex – if we were capable of
designing anything so complex. In fact, there are few major innovations in processor design –
most advances are made by making the devices smaller, more power efficient, and by adding
more of the same: pack more memory on the chip. There are no computers with radical new
architectures, no fabulous new ideas that go beyond the fifty-year-old “Von Neumann
Architecture” (a design that every computer in the world follows). Changing it now would be too
complex.

Julian Miller is a computer scientist at the University of York who is passionate about this
topic: “I think on current trends we will find that there are not enough hardware engineers on the
planet to design the kind of functionality that we will need… It is very plain to me that we cannot



design any machine with as many interacting complex components as there are cells in, say, an
ant. We have been fooling ourselves about this for decades. We need to create ways of evolving
constructive processes that create very complex and intelligent super-systems.” 1

Complex Software

But what about software? Somehow everything seems possible in code. Problems are delicately
pulled apart by master dissectors, and solutions are formed that magically instruct the computer to
perform the necessary tasks. A good programmer is a virtuoso performer; his masterpieces are
works of art as beautiful to comprehend as any concerto or poetry.

Sadly, software is rarely written by virtuoso programmers any more. Code is now
becoming “bloatware” – inefficient, slow, and containing vast quantities of old, out-of-date code
(legacy code, as it is known). Software companies have opted for the stupid model for software
design: add more features to the product. It’s like starting with a bad car, and adding more and
more new things to it until it can barely be driven, despite the ultra-fast new engine that is put
under the hood. Some might argue that this sounds familiar – are our laws not created in a similar
way? But this inefficient, cumulative build-up of unnecessary code is not what we see in art, or in
biology. The best art is radical, new, and simple in concept. And in nature, although the genes of
living creatures are written in a cumulative manner, efficiency is still paramount, so poor genes
are ruthlessly pruned away. Life cannot compete if it is inefficient.

The complexity ceiling is an important reason for the downfall of code. Software is now so
complex that not even a huge team of well-trained people can get a handle on how it all works –
or indeed if it all works. There are so many separate elements (subroutines, modules, files,
variables) and they interact with each other in so many different ways, that it is simply beyond
our abilities to cope with it. So, current software is not delivered as a fully working product. It’s
delivered, and then continuously updated with “service packs” or “upgrades” to overcome the
bugs in the original code. Sadly, each fix usually introduces more bugs, which also require fixing,
which introduces more bugs, and so it goes on.

Maintenance costs of software are becoming so critical that IBM have begun planning their
solution: the Autonomic Computing Initiative – designed to be a “systemic view of computing
inspired by self-regulating biological systems.” The motivation is wonderful, but sadly there are
few signs that IBM has found a good design so far.

Complexity Going Wrong

It’s not just computer hardware and software that is becoming over-complex. It is interesting to
note that we’re also reaching the complexity ceiling in other areas. For example, our wars have so
many weapons and so many different armies, that the job of determining friend from foe in real-
time is becoming very difficult, especially when your enemy will sabotage any identification
                                                       
1 Interview for Software Seeds, transcript at: http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/p.bentley/softwareseeds.html



measures you may try to introduce. Friendly fire is a big killer in modern warfare. We also see
problems in major engineering feats: space satellites have suffered from the “too many separate
elements” problems, with even basic problems such as a mix-up between imperial and decimal
measurements. And most contemporary architecture has become sufficiently complex that there
can be no guarantee that it will perform its function (like the Millenium Bridge in London – a
pedestrian crossing over the River Thames which, when too many people walked in step with
each other, swayed so much that it had to be reinforced).

Of course, things have always gone wrong. Wheels fell off horse-pulled carriages,
unsinkable ships sank, clothes fell apart. But the difference is that today things are so much more
complicated. From a pill to a plane, technology is now so full of complexity that there is just
more to go wrong. The other difference is our reliance on technology. Technology runs the world.
It creates our economies, runs our car engines, helps us design drugs, allows us to talk with
anyone on the planet instantly, controls our power and our water supplies. When something goes
wrong today, it has the potential to affect millions, even billions of people.

Sadly, we’re already witnessing critical failures of complex systems. On August 14, 2003,
50 million people in USA and Canada were affected by the biggest power blackout in history. A
minor power surge somewhere in the Midwest caused a cascade effect as computer systems failed
to cope and power station after power station overloaded. Nine nuclear reactors went offline. In
Cleveland, Ohio, flights were halted, commuter trains stopped mid-route, 1.5 million people
faced water shortages because the pumping stations had no power. In Cuyahoga County the
governor declared a state of emergency. In Toledo, prisons were forced to switch to emergency
generators. In Lansing, Michigan, the capitol was closed and all employees sent home. In Erie,
Pennsylvania, hospitals were forced to switch to emergency generators and traffic jams were
caused by sporadic outages. In Newark, the Governor declared a state of emergency and
mobilized 700 National Guard troops. In New Jersey a million people were without power. In
New York City, the Governor declared a state of emergency, flights and commuter trains were
halted, passengers were stranded in subway cars, some under the Hudson river. People were
forced to walk home in 90 degree heat. In Springfield, Massachusetts, riders were stranded on a
rollercoaster at Six Flags Amusement Park. In Toronto, the transit system was shut down, flights
were halted, people were trapped in elevators and the cell phone networks were disrupted. In
Ottowa, Canada, flights were halted and serious looting was reported.

One day without electricity. Now imagine what would happen if a particularly virulent
computer virus managed to wipe the data on half the world’s computers. Bank accounts gone,
criminal records lost, transport systems halted, exam marks erased, hospital records erased,
factories shut down, food distribution to supermarkets disrupted, fuel supplies cut, television and
radio off-air. It wouldn’t take long for societies to break down. Our reliance on technology is
alarming. The ability for complex technology to fail terminally, without warning, is also
alarming.

Complexity and Design



So why can’t we design complex systems that work? Susan Stepney, Professor of Unconventional
Computing at the University of York, believes the problem is caused by the way we design. “The
current kinds of design processes for mission-critical systems are based on an incorrect
assumption (that the system can be "proved correct", which means the requirements and operating
environment must be completely and crisply pre-determined) and produce very "fragile" systems
(that are provably correct within those implausibly crisp constraints, but that shatter once they
move even fractionally outside)” 2

As Stepney points out, our designs are constrained and brittle. They will function only as
long as the assumptions made by the designer remain true. But in a world where all technology
has become increasing connected, our designs now form part of a larger complex system. Their
environments are ever-changing: cellphones must interact with other newer cellphones, cars must
safely interact with other cars, buildings must connect and interact with other buildings, water and
power networks must interact with new networks and new cities. Computers must interact with
each other, and the separate components of the computer (the memory, arithmetic and logic units)
must interact with each other correctly. Software must interact with other software, and the
separate elements in each program (variables, functions and modules) must interact together
properly. Even something as ordinary as shampoo can have over thirty different ingredients that
must interact with each other and your hair in order to work properly. Design is becoming
complex, and it is hard to make safe assumptions about how a complex system will work – for it
is inherently unpredictable.

Humans are generally not very good at complex design – that is, design of systems with
multiple components that interact in unpredictable ways. Look at the game of pool where
everything is ultra-simplified to make the movement of the balls more predictable for the players.
Near-perfect spheres roll on a near-perfect flat surface, with straight boundaries around the edge.
Now imagine a version of the game where all the balls have different lumps on them and the table
surface is made of gravel. Imagine trying to design a trick-shot where six balls collide with each
other, one by one, with the last falling into a pocket – and ensuring that the result happens every
time. Now try it with a hundred balls, ten people striking balls at once, and someone jumping on
the table. That’s what designing a complex system is like.

When designing complex systems, we have to worry about complexity theory and chaos. A
complex system has too many interacting components to be predictable using conventional
mathematics. Each component affects too many others, each of which affect yet more (including
themselves). The network of interactions may also be dynamic as the behaviour of components
changes over time, defined by other interactions. Like the “butterfly effect”, if one component is
poorly designed and fails, it may affect the whole system in a cascade of terminal interactions.

That’s a big problem for designers.
Imagine we wished to construct a computer with the intelligence of a mouse. What’s the

design? No-one knows. No-one has the slightest clue. Not even the most intelligent, fabulously
famous neurologists, cyberneticists, roboteers, engineers, brain surgeons or rocket scientists. We
know there are several billion cells called neurons involved, but we don’t know how each one
works and we don’t know how they should be connected, or how those connections should
                                                       
2 Interview for Software Seeds, transcript at: http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/p.bentley/softwareseeds.html



change over time. Without the design, we can’t make one, so our computers remain fast, but less
intelligent than a mouse.

Let’s reduce our ambitions to something more manageable. Imagine we wanted to make a
spaceship. A craft that can travel to another planet, launch a probe, which would land on the
surface of that planet, and send back pictures. Now, there are plenty of cyberneticists, roboteers,
engineers, and rocket scientists who can and have drawn designs for such a craft. Planetary
explorers have been built, launched, and some have even worked, with spectacular results. But
some don’t make it. Despite millions spent on their design, they burn up in the atmosphere of the
planet, or their circuits are fried in cosmic radiation. Or they just go wrong for an unknown
reason.

Our problem is that we’ve hit a complexity ceiling. We don’t know how to design
complicated artefacts that work reliably. We can’t make software that works any more. We can’t
design towns that don’t deteriorate into areas with ghettos. We can’t design drugs that don’t have
a myriad of side effects. Yet, ever more complexity is generated every day.

But there’s a solution all around us. The natural world is vastly more complex than
anything we could ever hope to design. Even a tiny fruit fly is a miracle of nanotechnology – a
flying machine just two millimetres in size that built itself, and keeps itself working by processing
materials in its environment. The technology of nature has solved this problem. It knows no
complexity ceiling. It also knows no designer.

Complexity and Evolution

Natural systems are a million, million times more complex than our technology. Life is designed
at molecular scales. Genes and proteins are nanorobots. They instruct microbots known as cells
what to do and what to be. Cells are tiny machines that make copies of themselves, transform
chemicals into energy, extrude substances and perform extraordinarily diverse functions, from
neuronal computer processing to building cathedral architectures inside bones. Natural systems
are also a million, million times more diverse than our technology. And yet nature has harmony
and balance. Nature works. It works because there are no designers and no factories. Nature
works because life designs itself, builds itself, and does everything it can to stay alive and make
more copies of itself. Nature uses evolution to achieve this.

Evolution is a sculpting wind that shapes the bedrock of organisms. Its unstoppable force
carves new genes into the DNA of life, sculpting organisms into new forms that have new
capabilities. Evolution has no guidance; no conscious design that it follows. Evolution simply is.

There’s no magic involved. Given any entity that self-replicates imperfectly, evolution will
just happen. Those entities that are better at making more copies of themselves will become more
numerous. Those that are worse, will become less numerous. It’s common sense. And if those
evolving entities are in a complex environment, and are competing for food, then evolution will
change them. They will become better able to survive. As their companions become better able to
compete, they become more complex – an arms race of survival strategies. Generation after
generation, the unthinking force of evolution creates ever more complexity. From atomic scales
to macroscopic scales, evolution manipulates and fine-tunes, exploiting vast numbers of possible



strategies for survival. Fins are invented for propulsion. Brains created to control the fins. Teeth
for consuming more of the environment. Eyes to detect food better. Legs and lungs to exploit
land. Wings to exploit the air. There is no plan, no direction, no mind. But that doesn’t stop
evolution from being the best designer and engineer in the universe.

Luckily evolution is no longer a supposition or a presumption. Evolution is part of science.
We have quantified, identified and analysed the genes that describe many organisms, including
ourselves. We can trace the same genes through many organisms, and identify exactly how
related life is. For fast-reproducing life such as bacteria, we can even observe evolution
happening – we watch as the genes mutate and new “super bugs” evolve before our eyes.

As we learn more of genes, we discover that we can transplant genes between organisms. A
gene from a squid can be inserted into the genotype of a plant, and the gene still works, producing
the same compound. Genetic engineering of life is happening now. Genetically modified crops
are commonplace (although not always understood). Gene therapy offers the prospect of genetic
disorders in us being cured by the insertion of a “healthy gene”.

In our computer science and engineering laboratories, we use evolution in other ways.
Evolutionary computation is a field of research where solutions to problems are evolved with a
computer. There is no designer – the computer simply maintains populations of solutions. Those
that perform better at a predefined problem, have more children. Generation by generation, the
solutions evolve from randomness to near-perfection. These evolutionary programs are highly
successful and are commonly used for optimisation and design problems. Over the years,
evolution has designed new antennas, circuits, robots, engine components, timetables, schedules,
and even music and art. Today, evolution is being used to create physical forms directly. Weird
electronic circuits made from liquid crystal have been evolved, which exploit the properties of the
material at atomic levels – something impossible for us to achieve, for we could never know or
predict what those atomic-level properties might be. Snake robots with evolved brains now slither
– and recover from damage when their “smart material” muscles are injured. Evolution is a
powerful process, that we use every day (see figure 1 for a summary of some of the evolutionary
projects that have been performed in the author’s Digital Biology Group).

Evolution behaves as a clever and imaginative designer. And like any good designer, we
can learn from its designs, we can learn from how it designs, and we can directly use evolution to
help us design.

This is not a recent fascination for us. Humans always have used evolution. Long before
we designed and manufactured our tools, all of our technology was natural. We bred cattle that
could give us better meat and regular milk. We bred crops that grew more reliably and faster. We
bred flowers that smelt nicer. We bred dogs and cats, birds and fish that helped us better,
comforted us or simply looked nicer to us. At no point did we sit down and design these creatures
and plants. We simply picked the ones we preferred and bred them together. All we did was
choose. Evolution provided the variability, the invention. The animals and plants designed
themselves and made themselves.



A sports car evolved by a genetic algorithm.
Here the computer evolved forms that needed to be

aerodynamic in order to be considered fit.
© 1997 Peter Bentley

Evolved art. Better looking images are given higher
fitnesses by a user.

© 2003 Ramona Behravan

A snake robot using shape memory alloys as
internal muscles and an evolved finite state machine

as a brain to control the muscles.
© 2003 Siavash Haroun Mahdavi

A London hospital floor-plan evolved by a genetic
algorithm. Plans with better room layouts, which

satisfy constraints and regulations, are fitter.
© 1997 Peter Bentley

Simulation of a formula one car, which has had its
settings optimized by a genetic algorithm to

maximize its speed around the circuit.
Image produced by the racing simulator, Electronic

ArtsTM Formula One Challenge ’99-’0. Work by
Krzysztof Wloch, 2004.

An evolved structure, constructed using rapid
prototyping “3D printer” technology. This structure

was evolved to withstand specific forces while
being lightweight.

© 2004 Siavash Haroun Mahdavi.

Figure 1  Examples of designs evolved by computer in the Digital Biology Group, UCL.



Complexity and Development

Humans may have unwittingly (and more recently, deliberately) used evolution, but we’re still
missing some important tricks from nature. Life is designed by evolution, and life is complex.
Living organisms have extraordinary capabilities compared to our primitive “high technology”.
We don’t know how to design technology with any of these capabilities. For example, none of
our technology can maintain itself. We have nothing that can find its own food and process it into
energy. We also have little that can repair itself or recover from damage. Usually if our device
malfunctions, either someone repairs it or the device is trashed. We certainly do not have
anything that can build itself. And the idea of our technology reproducing itself seems either
ludicrous or fantastical – a television having children?

Life does all of this and more. The trick it uses to achieve these feats is known as
development. It’s the process of growing, from single fertilised egg to multicellular organism. It’s
the cleverest computer program ever written.

Cells develop in an organism like people develop in a society. From birth we interact with
our companions. Each person experiences different things and so they develop different interests
and go on to perform different jobs in our society. Should someone leave their job, their
colleagues interact differently, often resulting in the recruitment of a replacement person. Cells do
much the same things – they interact with each other, and they perform different jobs depending
on those interactions. But instead of brains, cells have genes to tell them what to do.

Development is controlled by genes – the genes written by evolution. All genes do is create
special molecules called proteins. The proteins are used as signals. Passed between cells, they
control other genes, turning them on and off at the right times. In every cell we have the same set
of genes, but those genes are switching on and off differently, because each cell receives slightly
different protein signals from its neighbours. Proteins also control cells more directly – they tell
the cells what to do, what to become, and when to do it.

With the right genes, a single fertilised egg is told to divide many times. Each resulting cell
is then told to grow, move, become a muscle cell or blood cell or neuron, divide or die. After
sufficient time, a whole organism forms, often made of billions of cells. Organisms build
themselves through development.

We now have computer models that analyse genes and cells and predict how they interact
and develop. We are able to manipulate development in organisms and alter their forms. We are
also beginning to use development in combination with evolutionary computation. We have
learned that evolution without development is as limited as our own design process. Evolution
with development enables ever-increasing complexity to emerge. Evolution needs no conscious
guidance to create complexity – but it does need development.

Just as we have used evolution for centuries, so we can use development. We are creating a
new field of computer science, known as computational development. In it, we evolve genetic
instructions that emit signals. The signals control cells, telling them to grow, divide into two,
move, alter their function or die. As they develop, the cells interact with each other, helping to
push each other into the right positions or pass messages to their companions. From a single cell
to a complex multicellular organism, development can build the solutions designed by evolution.
When cells correspond to electronic components, this equates to circuits growing themselves.



When cells correspond to software commands, it equates to software growing itself. When cells
correspond to robot parts, it equates to robots growing from egg to adult form.

But this is not all that we gain from such ideas. Development is not about creating an adult
solution then ceasing. In nature, development is a never-ending process that continues from
conception to the death of the organism. Every cell has the program of development contained
within it, so should the organism be damaged, it “knows” how to repair that damage by regrowing
new cells. If our technology builds itself using developmental processes, then it will also be able
to repair itself should it become damaged. We would have circuits that could rewire themselves
or develop new components. Software that detects incompatibilties or bugs and rewrites itself. Or
robots that could reconfigure themselves into new forms that enabled them to work again. (And
indeed, we’ve already demonstrated these effects in our labs.) We’d also see other benefits: just
as two genetically identical plants will always develop differently as they adapt themselves to
their environments, so our developing technology could adapt itself to fit its environment as it
grows. Development enables self-building, self-repairing and adaptive technology.

Research in the area is expanding rapidly. Julian Miller leads a new EPSRC research
cluster known as SEEDS (Scalable, Evolvable, Emergent Developmental Systems). He says, “I
hope it will help to bring about a fundamental change in our thinking about how to design and
construct complex intelligent software and hardware.” His own research focusses on regenerative
software. His computer can evolve genetic programs that develop specific shapes, for example a
French Flag made from hundreds of cells. He can then damage the flag and it will regrow itself.
The self-repairing ability comes free with development – Julian did not design that capability into
his computer. (Figure 2 outlines some of the research projects focussing on developmental
systems at the author’s Digital Biology Group.)

The computer models of development are becoming so good that developmental biologists
are now taking note. And research analysing the behaviour of evolved gene regulatory networks
(the patterns of gene and protein interactions) is producing some startling findings. We have now
shown that evolution actually uses some of the programming tricks that we invented in our
software – except that it does them better. Genes are triggered in cascades that resemble sub-
routines, loops and recursive structures. Genomes are also protected against damage – highly
efficient genetic programs are built that have redundant elements in case anything is corrupted.
Again, these abilities come free with evolution and development. Evolution naturally writes better
code than us. Jason Lohn, head of the Evolvable Systems Group at NASA Ames, is not surprised
by the benefits of computer evolution. “An important feature of these approaches is that they
produce designs that surprise and challenge humans,” he says.3

The combination of evolution and development is a very different form of design, which
we can learn from. Evolution is not simply about function driving form. Evolution does not create
forms directly – it creates developmental “building instructions” for the form. Nature’s building
instructions act as complex systems: networks of interactions between genes, proteins, cells,
organs and organisms produce the form of each single organism. This is how nature overcomes
complexity ceilings – it makes complexity part of the solution instead of part of the problem.

                                                       
3 Interview for Software Seeds, transcript at: http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/staff/p.bentley/softwareseeds.html



A developing computational embryo, with
evolved genes expressing proteins that diffuse

between cells, controlling the growth.
© 2002 Sanjeev Kumar

Two-dimensional reaction diffusion of two chemicals,
modelled by cellular automata.

© 2003 Ramona Behravan

Three-dimensional reaction diffusion modelled by
3D cellular automata and visualized using a ray-

marching algorithm.
© 2004 Ramona Behravan

Evolved and developed electronic “adder” circuit, in
an FPGA chip.

© 2003 Tim Gordon.

   
Evolved 2D physical components that self-

assemble into a form with desired properties.
© 2004 Navneet Bhalla

Investigations of origins of hierarchical complexity:
evolved and developed cooperating ecologies of cells

linked via spring forces.
© 2004 David Malkin

Figure 2  Examples of investigations of development in the Digital Biology Group, UCL.



Complexity and Physics

Of course it’s not so easy to design using these ideas. In nature, evolution and development aren’t
abstract computational concepts, they are embodied, physical, chemical processes that rely on and
use actual substances. DNA is a physical thing – it is a long, complicated molecule. The genes on
a strand of DNA could never do a thing without the chemical interactions between cleverly
designed molecules in a cell. And cells could never move, change shape, extrude substances, stick
to each other, and generally collaborate to build larger morphologies, if there were no laws of
physics. Natural processes such as development rely on forces between cells, different levels of
“stickiness,” diffusion of molecules through cell walls, and a host of other very physical
properties of materials to build organisms. Evolution has spent billions of years playing with
these physical properties and so writes its genetic programs making assumptions that such
physical properties exist. Nature doesn’t just use physics, it exploits it in every possible way to
ensure that organisms will be efficient.

But how do we incorporate such physics? How do we ensure our designs exploit physics as
well as nature does? Can we embody evolution and development in physics? So far we know of
two methods. The first is to create a computational physics within computer software and let
evolutionary computation and computational development exploit it. A sufficiently complex
digital universe will drive evolution and development towards useful complex solutions. One
recent innovation is the use of fractals to achieve this – for fractals enable infinite levels of
complexity within a computer. A fractal chemistry and fractal physics inside the computer can
then be as complex as the chemistry and physics used by nature. But this will still confine
evolution and development to the mind of the computer. That’s fine if we are evolving software,
but what if the problem is to create a physical design in the real world?

The other option is to use reconfigurable materials. We already have a special type of
silicon chip known as an FPGA (field programmable gate array), which can be reconfigured to
act as different physical circuits. We have evolved highly innovative circuits in these chips –
circuits that exploit intrinsic molecular features in individual pieces of silicon in order to function.
The next stage is underway: working with materials scientists to exploit the new collection of
exotic “smart materials” that have been developed, but as yet have had no application. The plan
for future computer processor design is to use solid materials that can be reconfigured by
development and evolution – growing processors inside them. One option might be a type of
liquid crystal – it can be reconfigured to alter its optical characteristics, potentially enabling the
development of optical circuits. Smart materials can also change shape: for example “shape
memory alloys” can be configured to switch between different morphologies. We’re already
using these smart materials to make the first shape-shifting robots.

While we may confine evolution to the minds of computers some of the time to enable
high-speed design, such materials will enable our evolved and grown designs to become physical,
embodied objects. They will develop into physical technology that exploits the materials they are
made from, just as they exploit their environment. Unlike current technology that tends to fail



because the intrinsic properties of its constituent materials work against the designs, this
technology could harness the intrinsic properties to help keep itself operating.

Complexity and Learning

Although natural evolution has no brain, it does learn. It tries out genetic variations, testing them
in organisms and remembers, by storing what it has learned as genes on DNA molecules.
Development also can be thought of as a learning process. Most living creatures are designed to
react and adapt to their environments. An overworked piece of skin will thicken itself, a plant will
grow different kinds of leaves where the sun is strongest, a bacterium will switch between “run”
and “tumble” locomotive behaviours.

Studies of natural processes reveal many such learning systems. Our immune systems are
an impressive example. Life tries to find every niche available in order to exist, and unfortunately
there is plenty of space within our bodies for parasites, bacteria, fungi and viruses to stretch their
metaphorical legs. So, throughout our evolutionary history, in order to stay alive, we’ve had to
fight. Our bodies had to learn to detect and repair damage, remove invaders, and remember those
invaders to make us immune next time. They had to learn to detect foreign forms of life within us
that they had never experienced before, and indeed that had never existed before. And yet they
must never be confused by the helpful bacteria in our guts, the food we eat, or the growing foetus
within a mother’s womb. Along the way, our bodies also learned how to detect malfunctions
within themselves: cancerous cells proliferating wildly or immune cells attacking ourselves
instead of our attackers.

To achieve these marvels, evolution created a whole collection of chemicals, organs and
cells distributed throughout us. This is a wonderful example of a complex system which uses
trillions of interacting elements to achieve its goal of keeping us alive. We now know enough
about how this works to be very impressed at the capabilities of natural immune systems. We also
know enough to create a diverse range of computer algorithms based on the workings of different
aspects of our immune systems.

So computer science meets immunobiology. The result is the young, but vigorous field
known as Artificial Immune Systems. Inspired by the natural immune system, computer scientists
now create evolving, learning and adapting computer systems that (amongst many applications)
can recognise patterns, detect faults, keep computer networks secure, and optimise solutions.
Figure 3 shows an example of an artificial immune system being developed as an immersive
virtual reality work of art. Its dynamics and behaviours emerge from the interactions of its
components. Although impossible to mathematically analyze or predict, its behaviour can be
modelled.
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Figure 3  Images from “Algorithmica” – a virtual reality model of the immune system.
© 2004 Peter Bentley, Gordana Novakovic, & Tony Ruto.

Learning is not just within us, it is everywhere in nature, including beneath our feet.
Complex, organised behaviour is common amongst insects, as entomologists will tell us.

Termites, ants, wasps and bees act as co-ordinated units where the individual is unimportant, but
the whole is all-important. Just as the separate neurons in brains act together to produce thought,
so the separate insects act together. Even though an ant may be as simple as a robot with seven
rules to govern its entire repertoire of behaviour, an ant colony is capable of behaviours as
complex as any big-brained mammal. And once again, the same principles work within our
computers. Using large numbers of simple programs or agents, we have shown that “swarm
intelligence” can be used to perform planning and solve scheduling problems. More recently,
researchers have created digital ant colonies within computers, designed to move and follow
pheromone trails in the same way as the ants in our physical world. These digital ants have been
used to solve “travelling salesman problems” – finding the shortest and most efficient paths
between different destinations. They have also been used to optimise design problems by
wandering in a digital universe where good designs correspond to places in a landscape that the
ants find. Current work at the author’s Digital Biology Group is investigating the use of swarms
for nanotechnology: using evolution and developmental ideas to help design a learning controller
which will control a swarm of nanoparticles and ensure that a desirable form is built.



Closing thoughts

The technology of humankind has leapt forward at an extraordinary rate, particularly since the
“computer revolution.” But the rate of advancement cannot be maintained using conventional
design techniques. Our ambitions are already beyond our capabilities. Conventional methods are
causing designs to fail catastrophically every day. We need to look toward nature’s methods. We
need to learn how evolution designs organic forms, how development builds, maintains and
repairs those forms, and how the physical properties of the materials used in the designs is
exploited, down to molecular scales. We need to learn how complex designs fail when they
become caught up in undesirable complex systems. But above all, we need to understand how
natural complex systems can be used to help us create our complex designs.
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